
Are the tactical rails on Nerf Rival blasters compatible with 
Nerf accessories or airsoft/paintball accessories?

Technically, neither.  Rival products are not specifically 
designed for and are not intended for use with Nerf accessories 
or traditional airsoft/paintball accessories. We therefore do not 
recommend that you use either Nerf accessories or airsoft/
paintball accessories with Rival products.  Nerf Rival will be 
launching its own line of compatible accessories in the future.

What should I know about the Apollo XV-700?

This blaster features a spring-piston mechanism that propels 
the ball out of the blaster at a high velocity. To operate, first 
ensure the trigger lock is disengaged. When operating the 
blaster, be sure to pull the cocking handle all the way back 
and all the way forward before pulling the trigger. Although 
this blaster is not motorized, you find that it is just as powerful 
as the motorized counterpart, Zeus!

For best results, do not store foam rounds inside the blaster 
for long periods of time.

This blaster is also compatible with Rival’s 12-round magazine.

Can you speak to the safety of Nerf Rival products? Is 
protective eyewear necessary?

We embrace NERF in its truest form and encourage you to do the 
same.  Safety and responsible play are of utmost concern to the 
NERF team.  Our products meet or exceed all applicable laws, 
regulations, and standards.   Users should always act and play 
responsibly, should only use the foam balls designed for NERF 
RIVAL blasters, and should never modify any NERF products.

Eye protection is recommended, but not required for use with 
Nerf Rival products. 

How do I contact customer service?

If you have a question about your Nerf Rival product, you 
can contact someone on our Customer Service team at 800-
255-5516, Monday-Thursday 8:00am-5:00pm EDT and Friday 
8:00am-1:00pm EDT.

What should I know about the Zeus MXV-1200?

This blaster features a spinning wheels mechanism that 
propels the ball out of the blaster at a high velocity. When 
operating the blaster, be sure to release the trigger lock and 
ensure the magazine has been snapped into place. To ensure 
maximum performance, check to make sure batteries are fresh 
and correctly put into place inside the battery tray.
For best results, do not store foam rounds inside the blaster 
for long periods of time.
This blaster is not compatible with Rival’s 7-round magazine.
If you find that you have encountered what seems like a 
jammed ball, please try the following troubleshooting steps:
(1) Move trigger lock down to lock trigger.
(2) Remove magazine.
(3) Open jam clearing door.
(4) Push round out.
(5) Remove any other rounds in blaster.
(6) Close jam clearing door.
(7) Replace magazine.
(8) Move trigger lock up to unlock trigger.
(9) Resume play.

Where can I get more foam rounds?

Various retailers carry refills of the Rival brand’s yellow foam 
round balls:
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